Development of Hydride Neutron Absorber
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A meta卜 hydnde has very high hydrogen atom density,which
is equivalent to that of‖ quid water Fast neutrons in nuclear
reactors are efficiently rnoderated and are absorbed in the rnetal―

hydride The Hf hydride and Zr―

Hf hydrlde disk

Gd hydrlde are considered as

Fig 2 X― ray CT image ofirradiated capsule

neutron absorberin FBR(Fast Breeder Reactor)

The development program of hydride neutron absorber
was started in」 un 2006 1t vvas accepted as an innovative

nuclear research and development pro9ram of

卜
Лinistry of

Education,Culture,Sports,Science and Technology of」

1n this study the core design is performed to examine its

characteristics and to evaluate cost reduction effect One of
the malorR&D lems ofthe presentthe program is development
of hydride pe‖ et,which is used in the reactor corelll Figure l

et The

slight barre―

shaped transforrnations were observed, since

the pe‖ ets

vvere expanded by hydrogen absorption The
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丁he program vvas accomplished in March 2009

shovvs the Hf hydride pe‖ et and Zr― Gd hydride pe‖
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lrradiation test of hydride neutron absorber vvas conducted

OYO,atJapan Atomic Energy
Associalon(」 AEA),where Hf hydnde disks and Z「 Gd hyd面 de

.

400

transformations can be removed by grinding their sides[2,3]
in the fast experimentalreactor,」

.

F19 3 comparison of thermal diffusivity data ofirradiated Hf
hydride disk with un― irradiated one

disks were lrradiated wth neutЮ n luence of 2 92× 1021(n/Cm2)

(E>01MeV)and 3 25× 1021(n/Cm2)(E>01Me∨ )for Hf hydnde

diffusivity of Hf hydride tthis is the first experimental result of

ones and Z「 Gd hydride disks respectively lrradiation

thermal diffusivity ofirradiated Hf hydride ln the case of oxlde

temperatures are 590° C and 580° C for Hf hydride disks and

(eg U02),1lS Well known thatthe thermal diffusivly decreases

Z「 Gd hydride disks,respectively Aler irradiation,the capsule

with the increase of the accumulated neutron irradiation dose

containing of the hydrde disks vvas tested by X‐ ray C丁
inspection method(Fig 2)丁 he result shovv that the capsule

because of radiation dama9e tthe present results of thermal
diffusivity of irradiated Hf hydride are notevvorthy

was irradiated vvith keeping it's integrity tthe chipping and the
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cracking ofthe disks vvere notfound in the hydrides
After the non― destructive examinations,the capsule was
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Figure 3 sholA7S that no effect of neutron irradiation on thermal
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